Phrase Book

Useful Stuff
•

Greetings

Good Morning! Good Afternoon! Good Evening!
Sawatdee khrap (kha)


Whenever you speak Thai you should use the syllable ‘khrap’ or
‘kha’ at the end of the sentence.
If you are male you use ‘khrap’ and if you are female you use
‘kha’ at the end of each sentence.

How are you?

Sabaai dee mai khrap (kha)


Thanks, fine.

Sabaai dee khrap (kha)


What is your name?

Khun chue arai khrap (kha)


My name is...

Phom (chan) chue
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English - Thai

I am glad to meet you.
Yindee thee ruu jak


I am happy to be able to meet you.
Phom (chan) dee jai thee dai phop khun


I am going to leave.
Pai laa na


Goodbye.
Laa gawn


See you tomorrow.
Phrung nee phop kan


See you later.

Laeo phop kan na


See you soon.

Laeo phop kan mai


Good luck!

Chohk dee na
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Have fun.

Khaw hai sanuk na


Have a nice trip.

Khaw hai mee khwam suk nai kan doenthaang


My regards to...

Faak khwaam khit thueng thueng


Thank you.

Khawp khun khrap (kha)


Thank you, the same to you.

Khawp khun khrap (kha), khun duai


•

Questions — Yes - No

There is no easy answer for YES or NO in the Thai language.
All depends on the asked question.
One usually repeats the verb of the question to say YES or add
the particle mai (=not) in front of the verb to say NO.
One may also just use the particle khrap (kha) for saying YES
or mai khrap (mai kha) for NO.
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English - Thai
How?		
yang ngai
How far?
klai thaorai
How many?
kee		
How much?
thaorai		
What? 		arai		
When? 		mue-arai		
Why?		
thammai		
Where? 		thee nai		
Where from?
jaak nai		
Where to?
(pai) nai		
Which? 		(an) nai		
Which way?
thaang nai
Who? 		khrai		
Who? Which person?
khon nai
















Can you speak Thai?

Khun phuut phaasaa thai dai mai


Yes.				No.
Dai khrap (kha)			

Mai dai khrap (kha)
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